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About me

Sigvart Bretteville-Jensen

Former master student here at UiO

Working as a consultant at Bekk since March 2022

Been working for the Norwegian Financial Supervisory 
Authority (Finanstilsynet) as a designer since then

Here to talk about what kind of work a designer does in big 
(complex) public organisation



Today’s agenda

Background: The Norwegian Financial Supervisory Authority (NFSA) 

Our design process in short 

The practices for gathering user needs 

How we prioritise requirements

Designing (generic) software

User testing and feedback



What is the mandate of NFSA 
(Finanstilsynet)?



The mandate

Responsible for supervising Banks, Insurance companies, Accountants, funds, real estate agents, 
and more++



What if they don’t…?



What is typical design work?
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Gathering needs
The 

prioritization 
process

Prototyping Development Tes8ng

The software development process (simplified)

The 5 stages of the process



Gathering needs



Gathering needs

Main job as a designer: 

Ensuring an “adequate” understanding 
of a large and diverse user base

Main challenges: 

- What is adequate?

- Finding the right users

- Understanding the domain in which 
the users exist
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Understanding the domain

Culture

Data

Software

Law and 
regulation

Users User needs



Methods for gathering needs: Two main types 

Singular user methods:

- Observations

- Interviews

- User tests

Larger data gatherings: 

- The product council 

- User feedback 
questionaries

- Feedback button
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The product council - witnessing effect
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Meeting every third week



Prioritization work



Prioritization work

Main job as a designer: 

Support the product owners in prioritizing 
the work that needs to be done.

Main challenges: 

- 666 things we could prioritize atm. 

- 10 years of user feedback

- Three main points we consider



The overall NSFA strategy: 4 main focus areas

1. Data-driven and risk-based supervision

2. Effective interaction and communication

3. Flexible and cost efficient architecture

4. Digital competence

A question of where NSFA should be putting in 
their efforts



Prioritization matrix



Laws and regulations 



Designing (generic) software



Generic Software design

Main job as a designer 

Creating designs capable of catering to 
the diversity of the organisation, while 
also supporting the specific areas

Main challenge

- Balancing tailoring from 
standardisation

- Prototyping for a diverse set of 
users

- User testing and handling feedback



One system – diverging practices

Banks Insurance Accountants Funds

Differ in:

- The data they want to 
register

- The way the conduct
their supervision

- The laws that affect 
their specific area

- The definitions and 
words

- Much more ++



The process of prototyping and user testing

Role of the designer:

Ensuring that what is produced brings 
value to the end user. 

4 parts:

- Mapping out the current process

- Deciding on the MVP-Requirements

- Low-fidelity prototyping 

- Continuous delivery



Mapping out the process



Deciding on the MVP



Low-fidelity prototyping



Continuous delivery of value





Thank you!

Questions?


